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Abstract: 

This paper shows the connection between life and nature--a relationship we get since the 
beginning of life. In ancient religions also we can find the same. And from the beginning of 
civilization this theme has been recurrently used in literature. Rabindranath Tagore, like the other 
great writers, Kalidasa, Keats, Wordsworth, Shelley, has presented this theme in his works. In 
this regard his plays are most notable; in some of his plays nature itself is present in the text with 
its eliments. In some others unseen and unknown places of this universe are beckoning the 
characters, and in the rest nature is inspiring the characters to break all lifeless enchanted places 
and come out to take breath in open air. Achalayatana and Raktakarabi deal with this last theme. 
In Achalayatana Panchak is seen instigating this feeling among the inhibitants of Achalyatan and 
himself is inspired by Dadathakur. Dadathakur in turn considers the Sonpanksus as his source of 
life, who are the children of nature. In Raktakarabi the votaries of life and lifeless blended in the 
character of the king, outwardly he always tries to crash the life out of the livings, its reason is 
that the core of his heart craves for life. So Nandini, rich with life, intoxicates him. Like 
Achalayatan here also the inspirer is inspired by others, here namely Ranjan and in his absence 
Bishu who are nearer to nature. Through these plays Tagore gives us the message not to live like 
a lifeless alienated self but to feel life around us and enjoy it. 

Keywords: Life and nature alienated self, ancient religions, children of nature. 

Nature has always been considered as feminine, for only the female has the blessings of 
giving a new life, the source of joy and light within her .It is nature where the first beat of life 
has come from .Quite obviously nature has taken the role of a foster mother of joy, peace, life, 
simplicity and wisdom in great literature writers .Writers like Kalidasa, Shakespeare, Tagore, 
Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley have given a major role to nature in their unique creations .Tagore, 
basically in the poetry and drama, has always dealt with nature in relation to the human mind, 
emotion and feeling .Various natural objects bring various implications to him. In his first 
realization about the poetic nature of his creation, he feels real touch of nature, which soothes his 
agitated, anxious and restless mind. He voiced this sentiment in “Nirjharer Swapna Bhanga”: 

Aji e prabhate robir kor  
Kamone poshilo praner ’ por,  
Kamone poshilo guhar andhare Probhat pakhir gan. 
Na jani kanore atodin pore Jagiya uthilo pran, (l. 1-4) 
Today in this morning the ray of sun  
How did it enter into my heart, 
How did it enter into the dark of cave, the song of the morning bird. 
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Don’t know why after so long my heart woke up anew, 
There are touches of nature in many of his plays .In fact, he has set some of his dramas 
deliberately on the cycle of seasons .Others are directly related with nature and its various 
appearances, such as Achalayatan deals with Summer and Rainy season, Bisarjan with Rainy 
season and Autumn, Saradotsab and Rinsodh with beginning of Autumn, Dakghor with end of 
Autumn,  Raktakarabi with Winter and Raja and Rani, Raja, Falguni, Tapasi deal with Spring 
.In plays like Saradotsab, Falguni, Basanta etc. nature, with its richness, has merged physically 
with the principle of human world and give worth-while ecological messages to his audience . 

There are touches of nature in some of his great plays like Achalayatan, Dakghor, 
Raktakorabi and Muktodhara but the relation is basically with the human mind .In all these 
plays, the protagonists have felt an irresistible urge for release into the free world outside, newer 
sensations of nature in its various manifestations have pulsed in their blood .But this longing for 
free natural outer world is varied in different characters .Amal and Avijit in Dakghor and 
Muktodhara respectively have heard the call of the distant way, yet unknown and unseen, which 
is welcoming them again and again .Tagore initially had named Muktodhara as ‘Path’, so this 
name itself suggests the call of the path in this play .At the time of Dakghor, Rabindranath 
himself suffered many bereavements in his family .He also has a desire to travel to unknown and 
unseen places of this world before leaving it , “bero, bero, bero rastay beriye por” ( “Out- out-- 
out, oh!go out in the open path”). 

Here he presents a state of mind close to that of Amal in Dakghor to some extent .Amal 
also wants to go far away to those dream-lands that beckon him. Perhaps he can listen to their 
words and understand their meaning clearly, “Prithibita kotha koite parena, tai omni kore nil 
akashe hat tule dakchhe.” (Rabindra Natyasangroho, 851). (“This earth cannot speak, so the blue 
sky is calling in this manner by stretching its arms”). 

In Achalayatan Panchak gets quite a different call from nature, it is not the call of a dry-
dusty road but it is a green lively call from the soil, sunlight and air .Nature has also sent an 
invitation to the king of Raktakarabi through its full bloom youth and full growth of life in 
Nandini and the title flower . 

We find mainly two different seasons in Achalayatan, Summer and Rain .Mahapanchaka 
himself is a vivid incarnation of the heat of mid-summer .He has reached the pinnacle of 
undoubted bookish knowledge which makes even his inner most heart dry, lifeless and static. 
Two perfectly contrary characters to him are Dadathakur and Panchaka .The former embodies 
the season rain itself, with enough power and life for cooling the dry, heated heart of 
Mahapanchaka and shake the drought stricken and still Achalayatan .So, first Sanpanshu says 
correctly, “uni gele tomader achalayataner pathorgulo suddho nachte arambho korbe.” (Rabindra 
Natyasangraha, Vol.1, 881) (“If he goes there even the stones of your Achalayatana will start 
dancing.”). 

Panchak is a precursor of Dadathakur in Achalayatan .He is the only source of natural 
simplicity and lively joy in other-wise ‘a-chalayatan’ .That is why Acharya appeases his hunger 
for outside nature by Panchak’s proximity. As if he can see the open sky through Panchak’s face 
and feel the freedom and freshness of the world outside through his nearness. 

Upacharya also can feel the essence of life within Panchak, that’s why he compared 
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Panchak with green grass in stony bedrock and wonders, how it is possible to have such a person 
like Panchak in that inanimate Achalayatan .But Panchak lives in Achalayatan like an oasis in a 
desert, so it is very obvious for him, a source of life to seek for life force from nature, a 
macrocosm of life itself .Here no one can hear the call from nature except Panchak because they 
don’t want to listen at all .They don’t have the courage to face the truth, because 
“mohapanchaker achalayatanikgon bishuddha gyan marger sadhanay acagrotay jontroke 
mononer cheye, acharke manusher cheye ebong punthike gurur cheye boro mone koriyachhilo –
phole jibon hoite bichchhinno hoiya poriya srishtichhara ek srishtir modhye tahara bas koriten .” 
(“The inhibiters of Mahapanchak’s Achalayatan, due to their devotion for pure knowledge and 
attention, take machines as superior to reflection, customs to human beings and scriptures to the 
real teacher .As a result they use to live in an anomalous creation of their own being separated 
from life itself.”). 

The older students, Upadhyah and the other persons in Achalayatan, have totally lost 
their thinking power .So they are all incapable of taking any decision or understanding their own 
mind .The boys, the junior students are newer .So they still desire for the outside .What prevents 
them to fulfill their desire, is nothing but a fear of sin and expiation of sin .That’s why they feel 
curious of Subhadra’s experience of the outside world but afraid to listen to it .It shows that life 
is not yet suppressed totally under the heavy bookish knowledge .Towards the end, when light 
comes directly from nature, unbridled, they don’t waste any time to accept that .It is the older 
ones who hesitate to comprehend the situation .But Panchak is above this hesitation or conflict in 
decision .He can feel the life, the call of nature, within his own self and heartily responds to it. 
Nothing can hinder him from going to the open air, soft soil and bright sunlight in search of 
sweet rain .He has a strong attraction for Dadathakur, who himself is a source of natural joy, life 
and power .Panchak hears the voice of nature through Dadathakur and his words always 
germinate new life within him and also sometimes madden him to the break invisible chains of 
‘Achalayatan’ around him .So in front of Dadathakur, he finds the courage to mingle with 
Sonpanshus the untouchables for Achalayatan, but another instance of lively joy from whom 
Dadathakur himself gets sprightly touches of rhythm and festivity .Panchak again hears thunder 
and notices black clouds in Darvakpally with Acharya which brings the news of rain, the source 
of life to him, likewise Dadathakur or Guru, in guise a warrior, breaks the wall of Achalayatan 
and like rain, brings life to the otherwise lifeless desert of Achalayatan .Guru has always taught 
the lesson of life in the lap of nature, but they have not learnt it causing the Guru to come again 
and break the stony belief and make free the stagnant life within them . 

Panchak and Mahapanchak are present to some extent in the single figure of the king in 
Raktokarabi .He has two different selves, the outer part is a worshipper of lifeless richness like 
Mahapanchak, the only difference is the alter at which they worship .To the king it is limitless 
gold and to Mahapanchak, it is limitless bookish knowledge .But in his inner-self, somewhere we 
feel touches of Panchak’s heart .Like Panchak, his inner most heart also craves for life .But 
instead of calmly listening to the call of life and responding to that call, he restlessly wants to 
snatch away the magic of life,“sohojer theke oi praner jadutuku kere ante parine ” (Rabindra 
Natyasanghraha, Vol 2, 76). ( “But cannot snatch the magic of life away from the trivial.”). 

But the call does not come directly to him .Natural beauty, joy, simplicity, liveliness and 
freedom approach him in the form of Nandini, .So he perfectly reveals his heart to Nandini, “ami 
prakanda marubhumi tomar mato ekti chhotto ghaser dike hat bariye bolchhi –ami tapta, ami 
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rikta, ami klanta” (“I, an enormous desert, admit by spreading my arms to a small grass like you 
that I am heated, destitute, tired”). 

It is Nandini, who tries to make him listen to this call from the world of nature through 
soil, light, air and ripe-golden crops of field and inspires him to come out from the net, which 
makes him invisible, strange and fearful to others .Not only the king but also the others have the 
same feeling for her in Yakshapuri, the reflection of Achalayatan, where we meet most of those  
lifeless persons of Achalayatan, always restricted from natural joy and freedom of life by severe 
rules and principles, some of whom fear and others welcome the presence of Nandini within 
them .A person like Adhyapak understand the nature of Nandini, to him she is the pleasant 
sunlight in the darkness of Yakshapuri .She herself is the lively Raktakarabi, the source of life 
and joy to everybody .Bishu also feels as if she is the desirable ray of far unreachable land which 
makes his insipid life sprightly again .Even the king also regards Nandini as the creative rhythm 
of universal harmony . 

Again Nandini can also be considered as a binary of Dadathakur and Panchak within 
herself .First, one shows the light of life to others and the rest is in search of joy and life in nature 
and youth .Mainly Ranjan, and in his absence, Bishu is her source of life and joy .Only within 
Bishu in Yakshapuri, she finds the wideness of the sky and enjoys the outer world in his 
company. 

Ranjan wins her with his fearless activities of unrestricted youth and life force .Here 
Ranjan can be considered more or less as Dadathakur, for both of them are ideals for those, who 
are sources of life themselves to others .They fulfill their followers with their courageous and 
non-stop projection of strength of life and both of them break unshaken barriers of motionless 
livelihood and bring beats of life within it. 

The songs of Tagore’s dramas also convey their messages very clearly. Achalayatan and 
Raktakarabi are not exceptions .In both these plays every song of Panchak and Bishu reveals that 
call, one of Tagore’s major themes .Panchak is looking for that boundless, open life, so in his 
every song, we find that call and freedom-“tumi dak diyechho kon sokale … Akashe kar 
byakulata, batas bohe kar barota,” (“You have called long before in morning …whose 
restlessness in the sky, whose invitation is in the air”). The same expression could be found in 
Achalyatan: 

je path sokol desh paraye  
Udas hoye jay haraye, 
Se poth beye kanngal paran  
Jete chay kon achin pure. (Rabindra Rachanabali, Vol.7, 310) 
The way which is lost  
Going beyond all lands,  
This empty heart also longs to join it  
Towards the unseen land. 
 
Or 

Oi akashe oi dake, 
Amai ar ke dhore rakhe. (347) 
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There! There! The sky is calling me, 
Now who will be able to keep me inside. 
Or 

Pous toder dak diyechhe, aire chole ay ay ay. 

Pous (the Bengali month in winter) is calling you all, come out. Oh! Come out. 

But in this play Nandini herself is an extraction of nature .So here all songs of Bishu find 
expressions for Nandini: 

Buke chamak diya taito dako. 
So you call me startling my heart. 
Or 
Amar tori chhilo chenar kule, 
Bandhan tahar gelo khule , 
My boat was in the familiar bank, 
But now the knots are broken, 

We get distinctly well-arranged steps which enter from a large scale to a smaller, regarding 
dealing with nature in Tagore’s dramas .First we can make a distinction between the physically 
attainable nature and mentally reachable nature .The second part also includes two clearly 
different realizations of the invitation of nature to the characters .A few receive it as the call of a 
far-distant to an unknown land and others find it as a call of life through nature from outside of 
their four walls .Again there are basically two different types of characters in relation to nature 
and life in the last part .Panchak, Dadathakur in Achalayatan and Nandini, Ranjan, Bishu in 
Raktakarabi are capable of listening and responding to the call of life in nature because they are 
full of life themselves, so they are nearer to nature .The other people cannot understand that call 
even after receiving it .They are so engrossed in their adoration of artificial, inanimate wealth 
that simple, easy and lively touch of nature becomes incomprehensible to them .They have gone 
far away and turned their faces from the easy joy of freedom and life in nature to run the race of 
reaching the peak of worldly possessions, whether it is gold or unnecessary, truth less rules of 
scriptures .They don’t have any particular aim in life .So their adoration is also endless .This 
unending worshipping only of trivial, hollow, lifeless things shuts their senses from every part of 
nature and turn them into a lifeless mould of human form .These people need an extra force to 
stir their unbroken, wrong beliefs so the harbingers of life come with natural touch of life to 
rescue them from clutches of lifeless Giants and ultimately set them free in the lap of nature, 
fulfilling Tagore’s purpose of inspiring those rejecters of nature, to come out from their closed 
door to feel the beats of life in nature: 

Ore grihabasi, khol dwar khol  
Lagla je dol. 
Sthole jole bonotole laglo je dol. 
Oh! Homely people open your door.  
Look there begins a stir  
In land, water, forest everywhere there is a stir. 
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